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Abstract 

 
CSP Chronos Archiving provides solutions for many of the core issues raised by the PresDB’07 workshop. 

Chronos enables serious and highly scalable long-term archiving of relational databases for companies, 

organizations, science data centers, and public archives. The dependency of the data on original production 

environments is removed, but the original semantics, structure and integrity of the data is retained and preserved 

in an open Text/XML-based format that does not require any database management system to maintain, access 

and retrieve archive data. Chronos can collectively maintain any number of database archives, and provides easy 

web-based access to any number of users from any location. Furthermore, Chronos can be seamlessly integrated 

with the life cycle management of production systems: Although the database schema of a production system 

may evolve over time, Chronos can continuously and incrementally extract data subsets in many subsequent 

archiving runs and yet ensure coherent and collective accessibility and manageability for all archived data. This 

is possible because of Chronos’ unique ability to detect, describe and manage the semantic and structural 

changes in the production database schema between any two subsequent executions of the archiving process. 

 

 
Chronos is a commercial enterprise solution based on a joint research and development project (2004 - 

2006) by CSP and the Department of Computer Science of the University of Applied Sciences in 

Landshut, Germany. This project was sponsored by the government of Bavaria (Germany) via a 

program for innovation in computer science and communication. The scope of research included legal 

archiving requirements for the industry as well as typical archiving and preservation requirements of 

public states archives and science data centers. 

1. Overview 

Relational data kept in a database management (DBM) system strongly depends on vendor-specific 

details that will change with any new product version or migration to another product. Furthermore, 

data management systems do not allow to store the data on nearline or offline storage media suited for 

long-term archiving (e.g. optical disks or magnetic tapes), thus they require costly online harddisks. In 

addition, a production DBM system is designed to be used by other IT applications, and its 

maintenance requires IT experts. 

As long as the data is modified and in daily use, the proper maintenance and continuous migration of 

the data is ensured by vendor-supplied tools, support contracts, and professional IT departments. But 

when data become inactive, and shall be archived for the long-term, then this procedure becomes 

inadequate and dangerous: On the long-term, nobody wants to pay for keeping legacy DBM systems 

running “only” for inactive archival data, or maintain a multitude of different DBM system products 

and versions. Even if we would pay for it, any migration of archive data into an up-to-date DBM 

system version will change the authenticity of the data and put it at risk of being damaged or lost by 

error-prone migration procedures. 



Long-term preservation therefore aims to  

• detach archive data from their original DBM system environments 

• preserve the original structure and semantics of the data in a human-readable form, without the 

need to perform any migrations of the data in the future, 

• maintain the DB archives without the need for any DBM system, 

• integrate DB archives from multiple disparate DBM systems in one archival solution, 

• have serialized DB archives that are stand-alone and fully self-describing, i.e. they shall contain all 

necessary information in case that the archiving software is lost, 

• offload not all data of a production DB, but only those parts that are of archival interest, 

• archive subsets of a production DB incrementally (i.e. in multiple subsequent runs) over a long 

period of time, 

• operate DB archives without the need for IT experts, 

• provide easy, online and web-based access to and retrieval from multiple DB archives for a broad 

community of users that have few IT skills, 

• store DB archives on nearline media such as DVD Jukeboxes or magnetic tape robots, 

• easily create and distribute replicas of DB archives just by copying text files, 

• easily re-import full or partial DB archives into any up-to-date DBM system, for example to serve 

new research projects or testing environments, 

• have an archival solution that is fully based on open industry standards and that does not depend 

on a specific operating system. 

 

This is exactly what Chronos can do. Furthermore, Chronos supports centralized as well as distributed 

archiving, and it makes collaboration between IT staff and archival institutions easy.  

A private company will choose the centralized approach: The automobile manufacturer BMW, for 

example, uses Chronos to archive database data from all its worldwide manufacturing facilities in a 

central Chronos installation in Germany, using direct network connections to the on-site DBM systems 

of the local facilities.  

A public states archives or a science data center would choose the distributed approach because it has 

to archive data from many disparate organizations. Any organization deploys its own Chronos instance 

locally, directly attached to the DBM systems. Chronos automatically and continuously extracts data 

according to the archiving configuration for each DBM system, and writes them into the local Chronos 

archives. (This automatically reduces online storage costs and optimizes performance of the 

production systems.)  

When time has come to submit archive data to the archival organization (e.g. a state archives), the 

organization simply transfers copies of the archive files (text and XML) via a storage media or FTP. 

The archival organization receives such files from multiple producers, and will likewise copy them 

into its own Chronos instances, whereupon these DB archives are available and manageable for the 

future. Because Chronos archives are fully text-based and self-contained, they can also be easily 

replicated in any location that operates Chronos. 

2. Technical Details 

As Chronos directly addresses core issues of this workshop, the following is organised “per issue”. 

2.1. How to ensure long-term readability and usability of database archives? 

Chronos extracts the data from the productive database and creates archives in pure text based format 

(ASCII/UTF for the primary data, XML for the metadata). All data in the archive can be viewed 

without any database management software, and even without the generating software Chronos.  

The metadata for the archives, i.e. information about object names, data types, data ranges, 

commentaries, constraints, etc. is contained in self-describing XML files. The archived data is 

independent of any vendor-specific software, and can be accessed with any text editor on any 



operating system. For comfortable access, however, Chronos provides access to and retrieval of 

archive data via any Web browser, including full-text search as well as SQL queries. 

Cost-effective long-term readability can be ensured by directly connecting Chronos to a storage 

solution for long-term archiving, for example CD-R Jukeboxes or magnetic tape robots.  Interfaces for 

different HSM solutions, ECM systems, and WORM Jukebox libraries are included.  

2.2. How to preserve the original structure and semantic of data?  

To extract precise and comprehensive metadata from a DBM system, Chronos has a built-in 

knowledge base about DBM system products (e.g. Oracle, IBM DB2, or MS SQL Server) and all their 

versions. Chronos archives thereby retain the original metadata from the original DBM system product 

(i.e. the original product’s SQL flavor), but they contain it in an open XML format that allows to 

retrace the exact product version of the original product version (at the time of archiving the data).  

This allows archiving of data with its authentic structure and semantics, to its full extent, and without 

altering the data. (This separates Chronos from other tools [1] that try to convert the data into generic 

forms – a process that has turned out to be labour-intensive, error-prone and limited in practice.) As 

described in section 2.4, Chronos ensures access to the archive data without the need of any DBM 

system.  

In particular, the archive data remains accessible after the original DBM system product has vanished 

from the market. But even in the case that Chronos itself should become unavailable at some point in 

the future, the archived data still remains usable due to the original product version metadata 

information contained in the archives files. 

Furthermore, the knowledge base also contains the information about conversions between all the SQL 

product flavors. This makes it possible to re-import archived data to any DBM system in the future: 

Chronos can automatically perform such physical migrations. 

2.3. How to separate archive data from specific database environments? 

Archive data should be physically separated from active production data, and access should be 

constrained to archiving staff members. These are important archival principles, and are also 

demanded by most laws on records retention. Furthermore, as described in the previous section 2.2, it 

is also the means used by Chronos to overcome technological obsolescence in the production 

environment that could hinder proper maintenance of archive data in the long-term. 

But separation of archive data from a production environment is rarely only a one-time action at the 

end of life of a production database. In contrary, active data will turn into inactive data on a daily 

basis, thus should be continuously extracted from the production system over years. Chronos therefore 

supports automated incremental archiving where data is archived in multiple subsequent runs, building 

a hierarchy of “archive slices”. The execution of incremental archiving processes can be manually 

started or automatically triggered by a job scheduler (e.g. crontab).  

In every single run of the archiving process, a consistent “slice” over all database objects is transferred 

into the archive. Consistent means that Chronos does not simply extract objects (tables, views, 

columns) but full data tuples, respecting all key constraint dependencies between objects. This means 

that Chronos has a retrieval-based rather that an object-based archiving approach. The amount of data 

stored in a single archive file can be controlled by a temporal criteria (e.g. based on timestamps) or 

content criteria (e.g. status fields). This prevents single archive files from growing too large.  

The exact scope of archiving can be defined via an SQL Select statement in the archiving 

configuration for each database, thus allows archving only the data that is of archival interest. This can 

be done automatically by letting Chronos automatically resolve relational integrities defined in the 

database, or else configured manually when foreign keys are not implemented in the production 

system.  

Optionally, Chronos can automatically delete the archived data from the production database. 

However, no data will be deleted as long as it is still referred by other (not archived) data via foreign 

keys. When there are no foreign keys implemented, the user can exclude data from deletion manually. 



Both possibilities prevent master data (e.g. customer addresses in trading database) from being deleted 

from the production system, although they are archived.  

Another possibility to determine the scope of archiving is to use explicit “archive status” fields in the 

production database. For this purpose Chronos provides an update mechanism that marks each 

archived row with a configurable entry to indicate that it is safely archived.  

What means ‘safely archived’? Chronos proves the authenticity of archived data tuples in a two-tiered 

way (files and tuples in files). First, it calculates a hash code for each tuple and stores it in the archive 

file. This enables to prove the correctness of archived data “per single tuple”. The second tier consists 

of calculation of a hash code for each archive file before and after it is moved to the final storage 

system. Deletion of data from the production system can only start after the data read from the storage 

system gives the same hash code as prior to writing it. 

2.4. How to preserve evolving systems and yet retain overall accessibility? 

When incremental archiving is performed over a longer period of time, then it is likely that the 

production system database schema will be modified several times during this time. In consequence, 

archived data in different “archive slices” will belong to incompatible schemas, i.e. have different sets 

of metadata.  

Chronos solves this problem by introduction of a new “archive revision” after each modification in the 

production system. (Chronos automatically detects such modifications by a comparison of the current 

schema with the most recent schema in the archives.)  

The changes between two archive revisions are stored in the Chronos repository and the administrator 

is provided with a built-in operator language to describe the structural and semantic differences. 

Structural changes are described automatically by Chronos, while semantic changes (renaming of 

columns, change of data types etc.) require manual guidance by the administrator. There can be also 

combinations of both types, for example adding a new column to a table whose content is calculated 

from a combination of existing columns. 

 

 
Figure 1: Handling of different schemas 

 
Figure 1 depicts the mechanism with two different schemas (x and x1). Before starting a new 

incremental archiving process, Chronos checks the current archive schema x against the current 

production schema x1, and creates a new archive revision if they differ. The key point is that all the 



existing archive data (belonging to schema x) does not have to be migrated to the new schema x1. 

(Anyway, this would not be a manageable approach because it could be 10 Terabytes stored on 

WORM media.)  

On the contrary, Chronos uses the different schema generations (x and x1) to build a virtual layer 

between the data and the user (who queries the archive data), thus performs on-the-fly migration 

during user access to the data, without ever physically altering any data stored in the archives. For that 

reason, data once archived doesn’t have to be migrated any more. This process can be repeated 

arbitrarily often in a sequence, so data from schema x is still collectively accessible with data from 

schema x2, …, xy.  

In consequence, a single DB archive comprises multiple archive “slices” (from incremental archiving), 

multiple archive “revisions” (from schema generations), and multiple archive files (from setting a 

maximum file size), but all these components will appear to the user as one homogeneous archive of 

the production system. 

2.5. Multi-user online access to multiple archives 

Chronos provides easy access to and retrieval of data in database archives via any standard Web 

browser. The archive data (i.e. text and XML files) is accessed directly, i.e. without any backend DBM 

system. This is a key advantage of Chronos compared to other solutions that require a re-import of a 

whole archive into a DBM system prior to access [1].  

Access to Chronos archives is handled by the Chronos search engine (a separate server component). 

The web-based GUI provides three different query types: full-text search, search by column, and 

search by SQL queries (based on the most recent archive revision schema). The latter is remarkable 

because the archive data is kept in text files rather than a DBM system. SQL queries in Chronos 

archives are based on a small subset of the generic SQL 92 standard. (During 2007, CSP will extend it 

to a broader coverage of the SQL 92 language.)  

The results of a search job can be treated in many different ways:  

• Visualize the query results in the GUI which started the request (either the Java native client or the 

web application based on JSF).  

• Export data from query results into XML, MS Excel, HTML or plain text files. 

• Re-import query results into an external target DBM system with just a few mouse clicks. Chronos 

automatically performs the necessary physical migration, thus creates a consistent database even 

though the query results may span multiple different archive revisions (schemas). This makes it 

possible to deliver custom archive data sets directly to DBM systems for reuse in new research 

projects or testing environments. 

• Chronos archives can be accessed and queried by human users but also by any external software 

application by means of a Chronos API. This enables easy integration of Chronos database 

archives with other systems, for example existing access and dissemination frontend systems of 

the archival institution. 

• In a future version of Chronos administrators will be able to use the open source report language 

Jasper to define complex subject-oriented reports that users can execute on a DB archive, thus 

releasing them from using manual queries. 

 
One Chronos installation can contain an arbitrary number of database archives from different source 

DBM systems. They can all be accessed using the same principles, the same Web GUI, and the same 

user management. 

In consequence, archival institutions can provide an arbitrary number of users with easy access to  

multiple database archives via the Web. The number of simultaneous users depends on the hardware 

performance, though. But even in case of several terabyte-sized archives, hundreds of simultaneous 

users can be served without costly large-scale DBM system environments because Chronos does not 

require loading an archive to a DBMS system prior to access. Furthermore, single Chronos server 

components (e.g. the search engine) can be deployed to separate hardware to scale performance.  



Users and user rights can be managed in different groups that can be assigned to different archives and 

different actions (e.g. administration, searching, archiving, re-importing data into a database, etc.). 

This enables fine-grained control over which user or user group is able to see what data. 

3. Distributed and redundant archiving 

As described in the Overview section 1, Chronos does not require archiving of databases in a central 

facility. On the contrary, any local organization or branch office can deploy its own Chronos instance 

locally, and yet provide global Web access to its archives with the same principles, data formats, data 

quality, technology, and uniform Web GUI while using its own user access rights management. If 

necessary, multiple local Chronos archives can be easily merged into one central Chronos archive 

facility by just copying and transferring pure text files. 

Likewise, Chronos DB archive replicas can be delivered to any number of partners to build a network 

of archives that are redundant but provide different service levels in terms of user rights, hardware 

performance, and storage capacity. Because Chronos integrates hash codes for archive files as well as 

for all single data tuples directly into the metadata archive files, it provides easy-to-handle means to 

verify that redundant archive copies remain identical and unaltered. Furthermore, if true authenticity is 

required, the hash codes created by Chronos could be signed with a digital signature and kept in a 

reference database.  

4. Support of traditional archiving principles 

A popular approach to database archiving in IT environments is to move inactive data from multiple 

production databases in a Datawarehouse. However, this is against many of the common sense 

principles of traditional archives. Two major principles are original order and provenance. 

Datawarehouse applications require normalization of data to a common denominator, thus will not 

preserve any original order and structure of data from source databases. Furthermore, the goal of 

datewarehouses is to federate and merge data from different database. After this process it is usually 

impossible to know from what operational system a single record was originally acquired.  

In addition, the ETL tools used to load data into a datawarehouse always change the semantic (e.g. 

data types) of data to meet the requirements of the specific datawarehouse product, thus the original 

semantic is lost. And last but not least, data in a datawarehouse still depend on a product-specific 

environment that soon will become obsolete. 

In contrast to the datawarehouse approach, Chronos always keeps and maintains all components of a 

single database archive (data, metadata, revision schema generations, incremental time slices) together 

according to the source system from which they originate. Thus multiple database archives can be 

described and managed collectively according to a common provenance. And Chronos retains the 

original order, structure and semantic of records but yet separates the archived data from any DBM 

system product that may become obsolete soon. Physical separation (and maybe change of ownership 

and stewardship) is a third traditional archival principle supported by Chronos. 

A fourth and fifth principle is incremental archiving (“time slicing”, see section 2.4) and sample 

archiving, respectively. The latter one is possible due to Chronos’ retrieval-based archiving approach 

(see section 2.3) and refers to the common practice of public state archives to archive only 

representative samples rather than a full database, especially in case of data without evidential value. 

5. Conclusions 

We have shown that Chronos provides technical solutions for some of the core issues discussed in the 

PresDB’07 workshop. Chronos detaches data from their original technical environments, retains the 

original structure and semantic of the data, takes into account the continuous evolvement of the source 

systems, and makes database archives manageable and easily accessible for the long-term, for an 

arbitrary number of users and without the need of IT experts.  



It provides standardized methods to archive multiple heterogeneous and disparate DBM systems in 

one solution, thus releases archives staff from performing complex and error-prone manual migrations. 

It also drastically eases the collaboration between producers and archival organizations, as well as 

between partners in networked archives, due to a strong support for distributed archiving. 

Furthermore, it allows application of many traditional archival principles to the database world that 

has a rapidly increasing importance for traditional archives. 

In conclusion, Chronos provides an easy-to-manage Producer-Archive interface for relational 

databases, and it implements all components of an OAIS (ISO 14721) compliant archive system based 

on clearly documented procedures, open technology standards, and separation of components for 

ingest, data management, archival storage, and access. 

5.1. Further information 

More information about Chronos can be found online at http://chronos.csp-sw.de (in English and 

German) and http://ikeep.com/dba.pc (in German). The authors of this article can be contacted via the 

e-mail addresses given in the header. The CSP Chronos Archiving solution is property of CSP GmbH 

& Co. KG (Germany). It is available as a commercial enterprise solution, including services and 

support. 
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